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• The US dollar resumes its bearish momentum on Tuesday, having lost the recovery momentum in

the Asian session, as risk flows extend into the second straight day following the UK's dramatic

U-turn over the tax-slashing mini-budget.

• The Empire State index, the first manufacturing reading for October, fell to minus-9.1 from

minus-1.5 in September, suggesting a faster pace of contraction.

• “The European Commission is set to propose this week a last-resort "dynamic" price cap for

natural gas in the European Union and mandatory limits on the degree to which traded prices can

fluctuate in a single day, according to a draft proposal,” stated Reuters.

• On Tuesday, Germany will publish the October ZEW Survey. Besides, the US will publish

September Capacity Utilization and Industrial Production.
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 The EUR/USD takes offers to renews intraday high around 0.9866, keeping previous day's

juggernaut rally in the Tokyo session. However, bulls remain cautious ahead of the German and

Eurozone ZEW sentiment surveys. Germany’s Economy Minister Robert Habeck said on

Monday that “with fiscal policy in place, they can avoid deep recession in Europe without

fueling inflation.”

 For more upside, bulls need to surpass the 0.9900 resistance, which will send the pair to the

swing low of mid-September, around 0.9950. Meanwhile, The 0.9800 threshold will challenge

the immediate downside of euro ahead of the 0.9750 level.
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 The GBP/USD pair is displaying back and forth moves in a narrow range of 1.1410-1.1330 in the

Tokyo session. Investors assess the Financial Times (FT) report that stated the Bank of England

(BOE) is set to delay quantitative tightening (QT) worth £838bn until bond markets calm. The

report comes after the new UK Chancellor Jeremy Hunt ditched almost all of the mini-budget

announced by PM Liz Truss on September 23.

 That said, the bulls currently aim the level of 1.1500 as an immediate target during the further

advances. A breach of the latter will drive the asset towards 1.1600, followed by September 13

high, around 1.1740. On the contrary, the sellers need to conquer the resistance of 1.1200 to

reduce the asset towards 1.1050.
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 The USD/JPY pair is displaying a minor correction from 32-year highs above 149.05 in the

Asian session. Top Japanese officials continued their jawboning, reiterating that they are ready

to take necessary steps to avoid undesirable, as they watch the FX price action with a sense of

urgency.

 The sellers need a sustained move below 148.50 to accelerate the downfall back towards

147.70. On the other hand, a confluence of the upward sloping resistance line from April 28

high and 09 August 1990 low around 149.35 will be a tough nut for the pair bulls. A breach of

the latter will drive the yen pair towards 150.00, followed by the upper band of 4-hour bullish

channel at 150.50.
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 XAU/USD seesaws around $1,660 during early Tuesday after reversing gains from Monday's

high. The metal’s latest recovery takes clues from the receding fears of the UK’s market collapse

after the British Chancellor reversed the previous promises.

 Also favoring the yellow metal could be a lack of major data/events, as well as hopes of further

stimulus from Japan, China and the UK. It’s worth noting that the chatters surrounding the

easing recession woes in the bloc and hawkish comments from the European Central Bank

(ECB) policymakers also contributed to the precious metal’s latest strength.

 Should the price maintain high and cross the resistance of $1,670, a Failure Swing Bottom will

be confirmed which will drive the precious metal towards $1,680. On the flip side, the

greenback bulls could regain control if the asset drops below $1,640. An occurrence of the same

will drag the yellow metal towards $1,620.
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 U.S. stocks charged higher on Monday as tech-titans and bank stocks took the reins. All

sectors were in the green, with consumer discretionary and real estate the best performers.

 The S&P 500 was up by 2.7% to 3,677.94. For more upside, bulls need to surpass 3,725,

which will send the index to the downtrend line from August 16 high, near 3,800. On the

contrary, bears can take control if the asset plunge below the support of 3,585. This will drag

S&P 500 towards last week's low, surrounding 3,500.

 Shares of Bank of America jumped 6.1%, among the top gainers on the S&P 500, after the

lender reported better-than-expected third-quarter results. Net interest income grew 24% to

$13.77 billion, driven by higher interest rates, lower premium amortization and loan growth.
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